<hr />

Graphics and Audio

<source src=... type=.../> Indicates audio source file and codec type.

Frames

<iframe> An inline frame

Hyperlinks

<a> Defines an anchor (hyperlink)

<base /> Defines a default address for all links on the page

<link /> Relationship between the document and an external resource. Usually used to link to style sheets.

Miscellaneous

<noscript> Alternate html for browsers without JavaScript support

<object> An embedded object

<param> A parameter for an object

Attributes

Core Attributes

id Unique identifier for the tag. Used by JavaScript and CSS

class Class of the element. References the CSS style for the object.

title Title of the element. For tooltips.

name Name of the element.

style="property:value;..." Inline CSS style for the element.

lang Document language, for screen readers and search engines. Use lang="en-US".

Anchor Attributes

href A URL.

target Where to open the document. "_blank" means a new page or tab.

id Unique ID to the anchor. Used for internal links, e.g., <a id="sec2">Section 2</a> and <a href="#sec2">Go to Section 2</a>

link default color of unvisited links

vlink Sets the default color for a visited link.

Image Attributes

alink color of an active link

alt description of a graphic for the blind

coords Specifies the coordinates that identify a shape.

ismap Sets an image as a server-side image map. Click coordinates are sent to the server as a URL query string.

shape Maps a portion of an image map.

src URL of the image file

usemap Sets image as client-side image map.

Keyboard Attributes

accesskey keyboard shortcut

tabindex Sets the tab order of an element

Form Attributes

type Used with input. Value options: button, checkbox, file, hidden, password, radio, reset, submit, or text

value Value returned from control/widget. Printed on input button. Text in text form elements.

checked Form returns true if box is checked.

Also, see event attributes, below.

Table Attributes

colspan expands the cell to span n columns, starting with this cell.

rowspan expands the cell to span n rows, starting with this cell.

Other Attributes

car Specifies the character on which to align if we have align="char".

caroff alignment offset from alignment character. Used with align= "char" and char="<some char> "

Standard Event Attributes

Specify the script to run when the event occurs.

Form Events

onblur lose-focus event

onchange element-change event

onfocus gain-focus event

onreset form-is-reset (cleared) event

onselect element-is-selected event

onsubmit form-is-submitted event

Body and Frameset Events

onload page-load event

onunload page-unload event
**HTML Block Elements**

These take up the full available width, with a line-break before and after. Examples:

```
<hn>    </hn>   <p>    </p>   <!-- comment -->   <a>   </a>   <div>   </div>
```

**HTML Inline Elements**

These take up only as much width as necessary, and do not force line breaks. Examples:

```
<span>    </span>   <cite>    </cite>   <bdo>    </bdo>   <acronym>    </acronym>
```

**HTML Escaped Characters**

```
&amp;quot;       &amp;apos;    &lt;    &amp;lt;  &amp;#x265C;  &amp;#x2666;  &amp;#x2695;  &amp;#x2060;  &amp;#x2061;  &amp;#x2062;  &amp;nbsp;
```

**Colors**

```
<body style="background-color:beige;">    Sets page background color.
<h1 style="color:blue">    Sets text color.
```